Case File 1005
Dundonald Castle
1st Visit
Sadly there was not much spiritual activity the night we
performed our investigation.
There were two spiritual presences that I recall, but not much
in the way of interaction with them as such.
There was a female present which appeared to show if she
perhaps had some kind of spinal condition as she appeared to
be hunched or maybe it was a posture developed condition.
She did not interact with us so we got nothing from her.
There was a male figure present who appeared to be a little
rough around the edges.
He barely interacted with us either but when we were
attempting some EVP experiments, one of the staff asked from
the castle asked us to enquire why the lady was kept here?, to
which it sounded like there was a response "she liked the
men".
The stand-out highlight for me personally was the fact that
the castle staff had archaeologists visit the castle recently and
when I was going from room to room I was sensing residual
functionality for rooms which differed from what they were
posted as.
For example, I didn't feel the pit prison was actually a prison
but it had a more cleric feel to it, where documents and
money would have been stored. Also, upstairs at the very top
was listed as the banquet hall but i had felt it was more like a
meeting hall where the lairds etc would meet to plot/discuss

the future of the lands and entitlements etc. This room would
have been bolstered on to the owner’s private chamber.
The staff were able to confirm after the archaeologist visit
that they suspected these rooms were posted incorrectly and
also believe them to be suited to the purpose that i had
described.
I also felt that there was a hollow passage in the wall which
led to the outside. We checked around the outside wall and by
tapping on the stone wall you can hear a hollow sound as
opposed to the surrounding brick around it.
It doesn't look out of place or obvious in any way. It was
fascinating though.
There was limited interaction with spirit which left us feeling
a little deflated though, but overall it's a fantastic castle to
visit and it was a good team bonding night.

